BOOK ACTIVITIES

FOR CHILDREN BORN IN 2019

» Read the title on the cover of the book. Name and point to each picture.
» Read the book to your child and describe what you see on each page.

LET’S SNACK TOGETHER

Snack time: Parents can ask children to put bananas on for ears and a piece of chocolate for the eyes and nose. Parents can also focus on the shape (Circle).

Food needed: cup of ice cream, chocolate, and one banana.

LET’S SING TOGETHER

Meet the shapes (Tune of Are you Sleeping?)

Terry Triangle, Terry Triangle,
Look at me, Look at me.
Count my sides, count my sides.
There are three, there are three.

Sammy Square, Sammy Square.
That’s my name, that’s my name.
I have four sides, I have four sides.
They’re all the same, they’re all the same.

Robbie Rectangle, Robbie Rectangle.
I have four sides. I have four sides.
Two are long, two are long.
Two are short, two are short.

Cindy Circle, Cindy Circle.
Just one line, just one line.
Make it round, make it round.
That is fine, that is fine.

LET’S CRAFT TOGETHER

Shape Hunt!

Materials needed: Magazines, pictures, and old books.

Parents can assist children with finding many different shapes like the ones posted on the chart. (Circle, square, rectangle, oval, rhombus, and triangle. Children can then sort shapes with matching picture.)